-.
Momentum conservation implies that on the l-dimensional null zone described by eq. (2.5) s 2 so is the only independent constraint.
The physical region for the n = 3 process is constructed by requiring
2 The condition G2 < 0 simply gives s > 4m ; the region where G3 < 0 also is shown in fig.  2 . In view of the complexity for n > 3, we may restrict our analysis to the null zone.
In this case we only require
If one of the particles is neutral, the same arguments apply.
When e3 = 0 the null zone is always unphysical because el = -e2. When el = 0 or e2 = 0 we discover that an infinite energy is needed to create a physical null zone.
For n arbitrary there are 3n -7 independent invar.iants. The null zone is a (2n -5)-dimensional surface which is-physical and nontrivial whenall the momenta are within the physical region and the constraints [eq. (2.3)1 are imposed. If we do not make any-choice of independent variables the null zone will be described by the equations 2 e.
'isl,n+l
The constraints are now
For n= 4 we choose as independent variables s12, s14, s15, s 34 and s45. .
The solution is
The most severe cuts on the null zone are for arbitrary charges and masses but to illustrate this example we simply choose the equal charge, equal mass case. Arbitrarily selecting i = 3,4 we get
where we have introduced s+ = 512 f 534 1. The constraints are
Next we impose on the null zone Using s14 = 4, s34 = s, s24 = t together with el + e3 = 0, the two equations reduce to t = 0 for m2 = 0 and no further constraint on s arises.
The conditions si n+l = 0, where i denotes any neutral particle , are a consequence of the theorem Cl1 which requires neutral particles to be massless and propagating along the photon direction. For the case n = 4 with e2 = m2 = 0 the null zone is described by
plus the condition
We may go to the rest frame of particle 1 with the photon in the 
The photon phase space is easily reconstructed if we go to the W rest frame with p-along the z axis. There
Moreover, if we denote by 8 the photon polar angle, the curve cos20= 1 is given by .
The physical region is given in fig.  4 Using the definition (4.1) and the relation -.
we get
where .
A(h) is automatically zero on the null zone0 We observe that the ti y5 term which appears in the expression for ti' cannot be neglected in this example.
The cancellation is already manifest in-eq. (4.2) where the fermion masses have disappeared after some manipulations on the y matrices; hence the null zone exists for any set of masses but its location in the s,t plane is mass dependent.
Next we discuss the radiation representation for a generic four fermion process, which may take place both in the s and t channels via where N L,R is the usual normalization factor and We find + .
-- 
The R coefficients are obtained by the exchange p1 t+ p3, p2 f-t p4.
As an example of the general formulas we give the radiation representation for the process e-u-+ e-u-y in massless QED. Now p2 momentum of incoming e-P1, momentum of incoming u--p1 momentum of outgoing e--p3 momentum of outgoing u-.
Moreover, ea = eb = -e and g, = g = -(i/2)e. The amplitude is decom-._ posed into a sum of terms A hy("l' X2' h 3, h4) where Xy is the photon polarization while X1, X2, X3 and X4 denote respectively the incoming --e ,v and outgoing e-,u-polarizations. Thus Table Table 2 
